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Silicone cooking molds with a lid are perfect for cooking meat, 
fish, vegetables and different desserts with no need of using fat 
or oil.

Silicone retains the entire natural aroma and makes your food well-

cooked within very short period of time. The unique construction of 

the molds allows the dish to be steamed with its natural juices. The 

cooking molds can be used in ovens, micro ovens and they can be 

put into the fridges as well. Being collapsible they take very little 

space. Included you will also find a recipe book that will provide you 

with wonderful ideas for your dietary meals throughout the whole 

year.
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Red

Color Size (Ø х H), cm Form Article

21 х 7,5

16 х 6

round

round

BW2150RS/RR

BW1650RS/RR

Size (W х L х H), cm 

21 х 14 х 7,5

24 х 14 х 7,5

20 х 12 х 7

oval

rectangular

rectangular

BW2150OS/RR

BW2450SS/RR

BW2050SS/RR

Possibility of steamingAdd up no space when stored



Soft silicone baking molds was developed for the use in 
traditional oven or micro oven. It is perfect for baking sweet 
or salty bakery. Natural non-stick material allows you easily to 
take out the pastry. The variety on forms will certainly please 
any home-make.  

Baking molds

Red

Color Size (W х L х H), cm Form Article

26 х 23 х 4,3

32 х 13 х 6,5

28 х 22 х 6,3

25 х 24 х 5

heart

rectangular

rectangular

bear

BW2600S/RR

BW3200S/RR

BW2800S/RR

BW2500S/RR



Sets of mini baking forms 

Multicolor

Color
Sizes of the items in the 
set, cm

Contents Article

13 х 9 х 1,4 4 molds for 4 mini 
Tartlets + recipe 
book

BW1350SS/MC

4 molds for 4 mini 
cakes + recipe 
book
4 molds for 6 mini 
Madeleines + 
recipe book
4 molds for 6 mini 
Cannelli + recipe 
book
24 mini forms for 
Petitfours + recipe 
book

13 х 9 х 1,8

13 х 9 х 1,1

13 х 9 х 2,8

Ø5 х 2

BW1351SS/MC

BW1352SS/MC

BW1353SS/MC

BW0550SS/MCMulticolor

Multicolor

Color Sizes of the items in the 
set, cm

Contents Article

14,6 х 7 х 4,5 3 mini baking 
molds for Financi-
ers + recipe book

BW1450SS/MC

24 mini bak-
ing molds for 
Petitfours + recipe 
book

12 mini molds 
for Cupcakes, a 
pastry bag and 
5 different tips + 
recipe book

Ø5 х 2

Ø6,6 х 2,8

BW0551SS/MC

BW0750SS/MCMulticolor



Accessories

Green apple

Color Material Length, cm Article

Silicone + plastic 21 BB2100SP/GA

BB2100SP/OR

The working surface of the tools is made from silicone - a natural 

non-stick material. They can be used on any type of surface. 

They are temperature resistant from -20 to +220 °C. They are 

recommended for the use on silicone baking forms and kitchenware 

with nonstick coating.

Red

Color Sizes of the items in the 
set, cm

Contents Article

17 х 17 х 3 2 baking molds for 
9 mini Cannelli, 
a whisk, spatula 
+recipe book

BW1500SS/RR

a silicone mat for 
baking 12 mini 
Macaroons, a 
pastry bag with 5 
tips + recipe book

31 х 27 х 0,08 BW3150SS/MC

Orange

Brushes

Green apple

Color Material Length, cm Article

Silicone + plastic 25 WI2500SP/GA

WI2500SP/OROrange

Whisks

Green apple

Color Material Length, cm Article

Silicone + plastic 23 UT2300SP/GA

UT2300SP/OROrange

Spatulas

Green apple

Color Material Length, cm Article

Silicone + plastic 21 TG2100SP/GA

TG2100SP/OROrange

Tongs



Readymade solutions for pro-
fessional players (B2B)

The Oursson company suggests ready solution for space-

efficient and comfortable product placement at the display area. 

Bright and colorful display boxes with silicone baking molds and 

accessories occupy minimum of the effective space.

Display box with spatulas

Display box with brushes

Display box with whisks 

Display box with tongs  

Green apple / 
Orange

Color Size (WхHхL), cm Number of 
subjects

Article

27,5 х 17 х 25 28 UT2350SP/MC

Green apple / 
Orange

Color Size (WхHхL), cm Number of 
subjects

Article

27,5 х 17 х 25 28 BB2150SP/MC

Green apple / 
Orange

Color Size (WхHхL), cm Number of 
subjects

Article

35 х 18 х 25 28 WI2550SP/MC

Green apple / 
Orange

Color Size (WхHхL), cm Number of 
subjects

Article

42 х 22,5 х 21,5 28 TG2150SP/MC

Required 
space, m2

Required 
space, m2

Required 
space, m2

Required 
space, m2

0,05

0,05

0,06

0,09



Display box with sets of silicone baking 
molds

Multicolor

Color Size (WхHхL), cm
Display Box 
content Article

43,5 х 34,5 х 91 BW9050SS/MC

Contents: 

96 sets

4 molds for 4 mini 
Tartlets + recipe 
book

4 molds for 4 mini 
cakes + recipe 
book

4 molds for 6 mini 
Madeleines + 
recipe book

4 molds for 6 mini 
Cannelli + recipe 
book

BW1350SS/MC

BW1351SS/MC

BW1352SS/MC

BW1353SS/MC

Required 
space, m2

0,15
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